The Cr-Tm-laser emits at 2.01 pm, the Cr-Trn-Ho-laser at 2.1 2 pm. The Cr ion acts as a broad band absorber of the flashlamp continuum radiation and effectively transfers the energy to the Tm ions. A cross-relaxation process results in two Tm ions excited into the upper laser level 3H for every absorbed pump photon. The Ho ion is directly excited into the upper laser level$, by non-radiative transfer from the 3H,Trn level. The laser transitions for Trn and Ho terminate in the highest levels of the ground state multipleits, thus both are "quasi-3-level" lasers.
Typical single-shot efficiencies are given in Fig. 1 foraclose-coupledsingle-lampcerarnical reflector. The behaviourfor higher repetition rates (Fig. 2) shows a temperature dependence of the laser output for Ho and Trn. Increasing the rod temperature by higher mean pump owers decreases the gain by higher reabsorption from the thermally populated lower laser eve1 and by lower Boltzmann population of the upper laser level. For the Ho-laser, in P addition, the stored energy distribution between the Tm and Ho ions is shifted towards Tm decreasing the Ho-laser efficiency.
Optimization for high repetition rates requires thin laser rods: with 2.8 mm diameter Cr,Tm,Ho-rods 30 Hz operation is possible 161. On the other hand, single-shot high output energies up to 17 J are obtained with 6 mrn diameter Cr,Tm,Ho-rods (41. The 2.9 pm laser operates between the 4111, and 4 1 1 , levels being a 4-level-system. The efficiency is lower than for the Tm-and %lo-lasers because of the longer emission wavelength and a missing dominant cross-relaxation excitation process as in Tm. The 4-level-system does not have an intrinsic temperature dependent efficiency. The observed decrease of the output energies at higher repetition rates (Fig. 3) is ascribed to thermal lensing, because applying AR coatings to the endfaces of the laser rod cancels this effect. With their large range of available parameters the near-IR lasers offer the possibility of being optimized regarding wavelength, pulse length, repetition rate, and pulse energy. As biological tissuecontains, in general, a large amount of water, the absorption length in water at a specific wavelength determines the interaction: volume coagulat~on or ablation and cutting for large or small penetration depths, resp. The 2 pm Tm-and Ho-lasers penetrate several tenths of a mm and are therefore suitable for ablation of membranes orothertissues with comparable dimensions. Synovectomy, e.g., may be performed endoscopically and ablation of inflamed synovia by 2 pm laser radiation reduces bleeding and necrosis compared to standard mechanical techniques 1 7 1 .
By inserting two
The short penetration depth of the Er-laser of a few pm allows efficient ablation of dental hard substances without too much heating of the surrounding tissues. Shorter wavelength lasers (Tm, Ho, Nd) penetrate much deeper and do not allow localized ablation. To reach the ablation threshold high amounts of total energy have to be deposited that severely damage the tissue.
